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Expand is India’s best-fit ERP on cloud for the Retailers & Exporters inExpand is India’s best-fit ERP on cloud for the Retailers & Exporters in
the midsized manufacturing business. It drives business efficiency withthe midsized manufacturing business. It drives business efficiency with
ease by perfectly fitting into the existing business process andease by perfectly fitting into the existing business process and
effectively automating most complex processes, unlike many such ‘oneeffectively automating most complex processes, unlike many such ‘one
size fits all ERPs’ which doesn’t give desired results to specificsize fits all ERPs’ which doesn’t give desired results to specific
businesses. With businesses. With Expand ERPExpand ERP one can manage his entire business one can manage his entire business
completely online.completely online.

With over 15 years of extensive R&D and market testing, this uniqueWith over 15 years of extensive R&D and market testing, this unique
software had been developed by eDominer Technologies Pvt Ltd,software had been developed by eDominer Technologies Pvt Ltd,
headquartered in Kolkata and with branch offices in Bangalore andheadquartered in Kolkata and with branch offices in Bangalore and
Delhi NCR. The organization is led by Vineet Bansal who is aDelhi NCR. The organization is led by Vineet Bansal who is a
technology expert and Microsoft most valued professional with atechnology expert and Microsoft most valued professional with a
combination of bachelor in commerce along with a strong team of overcombination of bachelor in commerce along with a strong team of over
thirty implementers and developers.thirty implementers and developers.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/expand-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/expand-
erp-software-10718erp-software-10718
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